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Summary
The present report, presents the results found when analyzing biomechanical
response found in already existent and developed low order, simplified
simulation models. These models are derived from highly accurate, complex
in MADYMO developed simulation models. The models include the vehicle
driver, represented by a MADYMO hybrid III dummy, a vehicle interior
developed in the European commissioned PRISM project and a seat belt
representing the restraint systems in the vehicle. The aforementioned three
elements together with an available vehicle crash-deceleration pulse
represent a crash accident scenario. The crash pulse was determined from
experimental data from EURONCAP impact tests with four super-mini
vehicles.
Different vehicle drivers are used, representative of a small female, average
male and large male. With this, different crash situations can be simulated and
different simplified models can be derived. The available vehicle crashdeceleration pulse, and the seat belt force obtained from closed-loop
simulations with the complex model serve as inputs for the simulations with
the simplified model. From each simulation made with the complex model, a
belt force profile is obtained and implemented in its respective simplified
model.
The objective here is to find out weather these low order models can be used
in state estimator and controller design. For this reason, the simplified models
are evaluated in their ability to estimate biomechanical responses i.e., chest
acceleration or chest deflection. The biomechanical response are evaluated
by comparing them with the biomechanical response results obtained from the
complex models. For this, a maximum error criterion is established.
Furthermore, the simplified model’s capacity to estimate the response trend
and peak values is also evaluated. Additionally, kinematics presented by the
simplified models are also compared with a simplified version of the complex
model. To finalize this report, conclusions and recommendations for further
investigation are given.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Automotive safety systems can be separated in two different groups: primary
and secondary safety also known as active and passive safety respectively
[3]. Where primary safety involves all the different measures used to avoid a
crash from happening. For instance, the anti-lock brake systems (ABS) and
the electronic stability control (ESC). Secondary safety, concerns all the
different measures to reduce injuries in vehicle drivers and passengers when
a crash happens. Secondary safety features, such as seat belts, airbags,
pre-tensioners, crush zones, etc. are designed to minimize injuries to the
vehicle’s occupants.
Seat belts and airbags, among other safety features, are called restraint
systems. Restraint systems are vehicle components that have the main
function of restraining the car occupants during a crash, in order to prevent
the occupant from being ejected or launched out of the car, or making
contact with internal parts of the vehicle.
Ever since the introduction of restraint systems, first the seat belt and later
the airbag, many researchers have focused their investigation on increasing
the restraint systems’ ability to protect vehicle occupants and on diminishing
the severity of injuries suffered by vehicle occupants involved in crash
events.
As a result of restraint system investigation, different types of restraint
systems have been implemented in automobiles throughout the years. The
very first restraint systems featured in automobiles were not able to change
their working characteristics during a crash; this can also be seen as having
only one mode of operation. These types of systems are known as “passive”
restraint systems.
Passive restraint systems evolved to include several modes of operation,
giving place to new types of restraint systems called “adaptive” restraint
systems. Based on measurements of relevant occupant and/or crash
characteristics, these systems select the most appropriate operation mode
when the crash is detected. An example of this are smart airbags, they have
different inflators with can be fired independently or in sequence. With this,
different levels of inflation can be achieved; allowing for better adaptability of
the airbag’s size [21].
Miller’s [25] and Paulitz et.al. [26] research, shows that by means of
“constant force restraint systems” significant injury criteria reduction can be
achieved without increased head or chest excursion. Despite the high level of
protection that adaptive restraint systems offer, up to 42% of fatal injury
prevention for frontal crashes (seat belt only) [10], they are still not optimal.
Furthermore, having a system that can be continuously manipulated
throughout the complete duration of the crash, would further increase
5

occupant injury reduction [9]. These systems, referred to as real-time
controlled restraint systems, do not yet exist in nowadays passenger
vehicles. However, numerical simulations with a controlled seat belt and
airbag [9], and controlled seat frame [27] show a significant injury reduction
can be achieved.
These systems are based on feedback control of occupant responses.
Responses, which are believed to significantly contribute to occupant injuries,
e.g. chest acceleration, or chest deflection, are measured during the crash,
and a control scheme determines the input to the actuator that activates the
restraint system.
1.2 Focus of the research
The objective of this research is the evaluation and validation of a simplified
manageable, low order numerical model, used for the design of a modelbased controller of the seat belt. The model accurately estimates occupant
responses, for instance, chest acceleration, making it suitable for real-time
injury prediction and for observer design [2].
The model, hereafter called “design model”, is developed at the Technische
Universiteit Eindhoven (TU/e) in the Netherlands. It is derived from a highly
accurate complex model, hereafter called “reference model”. The focus lies
on the extension of the validity of the design model, developed at the TU/e
for a 50th percentile dummy, for prediction of biomechanical responses for
different vehicle occupant sizes, namely 5th and 95th percentile hybrid III
dummy models. “95th percentile” indicates that the anthropometric measures
of the chosen specimen are such that 95% of a certain population has lower
anthropometric measures Furthermore, simplification of the model would
contribute to lowering the computational time, therefore is also investigated.
1.3 Methodology
The performance of restraint systems is evaluated according to the level of
protection they provide to vehicle occupants. The amount of protection is
dictated by injury probability which itself is quantified by means of injury
criteria. Injury criteria give an idea of the severity of the injuries that a person
would suffer when subjected to a crash event. Most injury criteria predict
injury severity based on biomechanical responses (e.g. accelerations,
deflections, forces, moments, etc.) collected from anthropomorphic test
devices (ATDs). ATDs are mechanical human surrogates used in vehicle
crash-test investigation. They are also known as dummies.
The design model is oriented towards the development of real-time controlled
active restraint systems (ARS), where the control system used minimizes one
or more occupant injury criteria [4], e.g. chest acceleration. In order to asses
its validity, different steps are performed:
 Selection and construction of a reference scenario with which the
design model will be compared,
 Selection of model performance-assessment parameters,
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 Determination of the validity range of the design model in terms of
biomechanical response prediction and percentiles.
Currently available crash occupant models are extremely accurate and aim to
a complete description of the occupant and its interaction with the vehicle.
The complexity of these models makes them less suitable for controller and
observer design, and for real-time predictive algorithms [2]. The low order
design model is constructed from first principles using knowledge obtained
from sensitivity analysis of a complex MADYMO model (reference model).
MADYMO is a computer-simulation software tool used in the vehicle safety
industry to assess restraint systems’ performance.
The relevant dynamics of the reference model were identified and lumped into
a 2D model, where masses, contact definition, etc. were taken as much as
possible from the reference model. Properties not possible to take from the
reference model were fitted. Only one crash situation is considered. That is,
the one explained below in 1.3.1, where an ATD is placed in the driver’s seat
representing an average human driver. Additionally, the available vehicle
deceleration pulse from the reference model and prescribed seat belt force
were implemented in the simulation. The seat belt force was obtained from a
close loop simulation with the complex model, following the procedure
described in [9].
In this report, different crash situations are considered, namely those where
different drivers sizes are used; namely, small female and large male.
1.3.1 Selection and construction of a reference scenario
In previous research a reference scenario has been already chosen. This
scenario is representative of a frontal vehicle crash test realized according to
the European New Car Assessment Program (EURONCAP) test protocol. A
vehicle is impacted frontwards against a deformable barrier, where 40% of
the vehicle front is impacted at a closing speed of 64 km/hr (see Figure 3.1).
The only vehicle occupant included in the scenario is the driver. The driver is
represented by a 50th percentile multi-body hybrid III dummy model.
Even though this scenario is already available, here, the validity of the design
model to further address injury prediction of other occupant sizes is
investigated, namely, the 5th and 95th percentile hybrid III dummies. This
requires building two new reference scenarios for the present investigation,
where the driver is represented by the above mentioned dummies.
Consequently, the design models corresponding to these new scenarios are
also derived.
1.3.2 Selection of model performance parameters
For the selection of model performance-assessment parameters, it is noted
that attention is focused on choosing criteria that are closely related to
occupant fatalities [4]. From literature is known that the majority of fatalities
are due to frontal crashes [10], and that they have the highest percentage of
occurrence (>50%) [8]. Furthermore, in frontal crashes, the most affected
body region for closing velocities higher than 31 km/h is the chest region [8].
7

Thoracic tolerance is well studied and documented by the National Highway
Traffic Administration (NHTSA) in the United States and in test protocols like
the New Car Assessment Programs (NCAP) supported by car
manufacturers, major OEMs and monitoring organizations. Thoracic
tolerance can be expressed in terms of acceleration, compression, a
combination of these two (CTI) or in terms of V*C (viscous criterion). The first
two are mandatory by the current standard NHTSA legislation. From
literature [5, 6], it can be seen that not only chest acceleration is an important
factor when determining the chest injury probability for vehicle occupants, but
also the amount of compression of the ribcage.
According to [6] it may be stated that CTI has a better potential to predict
injuries to the thorax. It is not yet included in the actual standard, but is
included in the new proposal for the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
(FMVSS) 208 regulation (1998) [7]. Previous research [2] showed the
potential of the design model to predict chest acceleration; therefore it is
decided for this project to investigate the capability of the design model to
predict chest deflection, having in mind CTI implementation in the model’s
injury prediction capabilities in a later stage.
Additionally, the capability of the design model to predict neck injuries is
investigated, taking as assessment measure the moment in the neck joints
during the crash. For this, the neck injury criterion (Nij) (also included in the
present restraint systems legislation) will be used as the performance
indicator for the validation of the design model. For this research only the
neck moment is evaluated. However, further development of the design
model would also output the neck axial force, which is also needed in the
evaluation of the neck injury criteria.
A more detailed description of the above mentioned injury criteria is given in
chapter 2 of this report.
1.3.3 Validity range determination
The validity range of the model is closely related to different parameters used
for the validation, i.e. injury criteria used, the reference model and occupant
model used for the derivation of the design model and the time span over
which the models responses are evaluated. For this investigation the scope
or range of the results will only be valid for the occupants, injury criteria
chosen and set of parameters defined for the scenario, explained more in
detail in chapter 3.
1.4 Report structure
The remaining part of this report is divided in 4 different chapters and the
arrangement is as follows:
In chapter 2, a more in depth explanation is given of the injury criteria
concerned with this investigation.
8

Chapter 3 gives a description of the main characteristics and components of
the reference model and the tests used to validate the models are explained.
In chapter 4 the actual assessment and validation of the biomechanical
responses from the design model are done. Additionally, results for the
extended injury criteria for the original design model as well as the models
derived from this research are given.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in chapter 5 and recommendations are made
for further research on this topic.
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2 Injury Criteria
2.1 Background
The crashworthiness of a car refers to the capability of the structural and the
in-vehicle restraint systems (like seat belt and airbag) to protect the vehicle
occupants. It is evaluated by means of injury probability, which is defined
using injury criteria. Injury criteria are based upon mechanical quantities like
force, acceleration or deformations, which are either calculated (when
computer simulations are used) or estimated from experiments with dummies
or from vehicle occupants involved in real world car accidents. These injury
criteria help engineers and automotive designers to produce vehicles that
offer an increasing level of protection not only to car users but also to other
road users.
2.2 Injury mechanisms
As mentioned above, injury criteria are based on one or more mechanical
parameters that help in the evaluation of injury probability. These criteria are
determined by means of tests and analysis done on human volunteers and
human surrogates like animals or cadavers. Generally, several reasonable
hypotheses are proposed and tested and the one that most consistently
produces the same injury emerges as the mechanism of injury [5]. For
example, when the chest is impacted, without chest penetration, against a flat
or blunt object (i.e. dash board or steering wheel), like is the case in many
automotive frontal impacts, compression of the thorax takes place. The injury
mechanism could be in this case the thorax compression, and this quantity is
widely used as chest injury predictor in the assessment of automotive restraint
systems in frontal impacts as will be seen in section 2.3.2.
2.3 Injury criteria used in restraint systems protection-performance
assessment
The first type of injury measure developed was the Abbreviated Injury Scale
(AIS). It is based on a threat to life scale, and it was developed by emergency
room physicians to quantify the severity of injury to each body area. As it can
be seen in table 2.1 it starts from AIS0 were no injury is present passing by
AIS3 which is considered as a serious injury going to AIS6 which is classified
as the Maximum severity level within the scale. An AIS9 is used when the
severity level in the crash victim can not be determined. This scale also
provides a specific injury description, for example fibula fracture, along with
the single AIS value indicating severity.
Next to this injury scale, the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS) was
developed. This scale gives an idea of the overall severity of the injuries
suffered by a person involved in an automobile accident. The MAIS scale
records only the highest AIS score for a certain body region as a measure for
the overall severity of a person’s injuries. Just like the AIS scale, this scale
also ranges from 0-6. It also contains the code “0” for uninjured occupants. It
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provides a total count of the occupants and an indication of the frequency of
injury per occupant associated with each crash or occupant type [8].
With this scale it is not possible to provide a quantitative description of the
agent that caused the injury [5]. This fact motivated researchers to search for
a criterion that could relate physical parameters and the injury at hand. These
injury criteria are well documented by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) in the United States and in test protocols like the New
Car Assessment Programs (NCAP) used all around the world and supported
by governments, major Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), car
manufacturers, and monitoring organizations.

Table 2.1 Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) [5]
Nowadays diverse injury criteria are used in the automotive industry to
evaluate the protection level offered by cars. The following list mentions the
mandatory injury criteria established by NHTSA to be used in vehicle
protection performance tests and adopted by the NCAP programs all over the
world. Because of the scope of this research only neck and thoracic injury
criteria shown here below are considered in this report:
•
•

Neck injury Criteria
 Biomechanical injury predictor (Nij)
Thoracic Injury Criteria (TIC)
 Critical Chest Acceleration
 Critical Chest Deflection
 Combined Thoracic Index (CTI)

2.3.1 Neck Injury Criteria
The criteria for the neck injuries use the biomechanical neck injury predictor
 . This injury predictor is a measure of the injury due to load transfer through
the occipital condyles (OC) joint. The OC joint is an articular rounded surface
on the occipital bone by which the skull articulates with the atlas which is the
first vertebra in the neck.
In the  , the neck axial force  , shear load  and the flexion/extension
bending moment My measured in the OC are combined. Figure 2.1 shows the
localization of the OC joint. It is assumed that the condyles’ bracket joint is
11

oriented in agreement with SAE J221/1 [14]. Figure 2.1 also shows the joint’s
directions of load definitions according to SAE J221/1.

Z

Mz

Mx

My
Y

X

Figure 2.1 OC joint localization and directions of load according to SAE J211

The shear force  , is used to calculate the effective moment (My) at the
occipital condyles. This is accomplished by multiplying the shear load by the
height difference between the upper neck load cell and the condyles and
subtracting this value from the Y-axis moment measured by the load cell.
Equation 2.1 shows how My is calculated.




e  

(2.1)

where  is the total bending moment in y direction,  neck moment in y
direction measured at the condyle joint,  is the neck shear force in x
direction and e is the vertical distance between the force sensor axis and the
condyle axis (see Figure 2.1).
The  is calculated from:


 /    /  

(2.2)

where  and   are constants depending on the dummy and the loading
conditions.  is a collective name for four injury predictors corresponding to
four axial forces and bending moments:
With:

NTE
NTF
NCE
NCF

if 
if 
if 
if 

0
0
0
0






Tension
   0
Compresion    0






0
0
0
0

(Tension-Extension)
(Tension – Flexion)
(Compression – Extension)
(Compression – Flexion)
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Flexion
Extension

   0
   0

The sum of all predictors may not exceed a value of one.
2.3.2 Thoracic Injury Criteria
Frontal thoracic tolerance can be expressed in terms of acceleration,
compression, a combination of these two ( ) or in terms of V*C (viscous
criterion), from which the first two are mandatory by the current standard
NHTSA legislation. The last two are recommended in literature [6,5], having
the  included also in the latest NHTSA research [6] and in the new
proposal for standard FMVSS 208 [7]. Figure 2.2 shows the positions where
these criteria are measured in the thoracic area.
Chest acceleration
The chest acceleration criterion, was developed as a result of the work done
by Stapp (1970) and Mertz and Gadd (1968), it has a threshold value of 60g.
The chest acceleration is defined by the FMVSS as the calculated resultant
acceleration from the output of the thoracic instrumentation. It shall not
exceed 60g, except for intervals whose cumulative duration is not more than 3
msec. [w5].
Chest deflection
Later in 1975 Neathery et al. [17] recommended to use chest deflection as the
chest injury assessment value proposing a three inches threshold as
maximum sternal compression for a 50th percentile male in blunt frontal
impact. This recommendation represented a 50% risk of an AIS ≥ 3 thoracic
injury for a 45 year old human [6]. The chest deflection is defined as the
relative displacement between the sternum and the upper spine, shown in
Figure 2.2 as !.
Viano and Lau (1998) [6] reanalyzed the data from Neathery and
recommended a 35% chest compression assuming a chest depth of 229 mm
for the 50th percentile male; this corresponds to a maximum chest deflection
("#$% ) of 65 mm. In investigations done by Horsch et al. (1991) with field data
and equivalent tests with Hybrid III dummies it was found that 40 mm of
Hybrid III chest deflection for belt restrained occupants was associated with a
25% risk of AIS ≥ 3 thoracic injury.
Combined Thoracic Index
In a later investigation conducted by NHTSA, the proposed injury criteria
included the  formulation. This is still a proposal and is not yet included in
the regulation. The Hybrid III dummy has only one chest deflection gage,
therefore the maximum deflection may be missed in some instances [6]. A
linear combination using maximum deflection ("#$% ) and spinal acceleration
(&#$% ) is the most appropriate injury criterion for thoracic trauma assessment,
13

since it takes into account both injury mechanisms which are always present
during a vehicle crash event.

Figure 2.2 injury criteria measurement points

The  brings together the effects of both airbag and belt systems in case of
a frontal crash, and is calculated as the evaluated 3 ms value from the
resultant spinal acceleration and the deflection of the chest. The  is
defined by [6]:

Where: &#$% :
&01 :
"#$% :
"01 :



'()*
'+,-



.()*
.+,-

(2.3)

spinal acceleration, maximum 3ms value [g]
spinal acceleration, critical value [g]
maximum thorax deflection [mm]
critical chest deflection [mm]

In principle the  formulation would allow 85g of chest acceleration with
zero deflection and 102 mm of deflection with zero chest acceleration. Since
none of these extremes is physically realizable in a crash and because the
physical design of the 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy currently limits its
maximum deflection to a value of only slightly greater than 76 mm, it was
decided to choose the maximum deflection and acceleration limits as dictated
in the current FMVSS shown in figure 2.3 as "2 (chest deflection) and &2
(chest acceleration) respectively. Thus &01 60g and "01 76 66.

Additionally, a third requirement is that for any intermediate response
condition falling below the prescribed maximum acceleration and deflection
limits, the quantity CTI must be less than or equal to 1 [6]. A test must satisfy
all three of the above requirements to pass; exceeding any of the three criteria
would constitute a failure of the thoracic injury criteria.
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Viscous criterion
Bir & Viano [18] verified that the Viscous Criterion (V*C), defined as the
instantaneous product of the chest wall velocity (V) and chest compression
(C) expressed in percentage of the chest depth, is a good predictor of thoracic
injury for impacts in the velocity range of 9.7 to 14.5 m/s or 34.92 to 52.2
km/h. This conclusion was based on 41 swine impact tests performed by
Kroell et al [5].
Table 2.2 shows the available performance levels used nowadays for injury
evaluation for different parts of the body according to the NHTSA regulations.

Figure 2.3 injury criteria requirements for mid-sized adult male Hybrid III
dummy
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Table 2.2 Injury criteria limit values according to NHTSA
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3 Reference model
3.1 Reference model selection
In order to assess the performance of the design model, it is important to
choose an existent, tested and validated model against which the design
model will be compared. This model, referred here as the “reference model”,
is an accident scenario based on National Accident Sampling
System/Crashworthiness Data System (NASS/CDS) data from the years
1999-2003 (obtained from NHTSA) [8]. The reference model was developed
within the European PRISM1 project in a MADYMO environment.
Scenario used in the PRISM project
Based on the accident analysis, it was decided to focus on frontal car to car
impacts with airbags and belted front row occupants, ending in the following
selection for the PRISM project:
∆V [Km/h]
40+

MAIS
2

Overlap [%]
61-90%

Impact angle
12 o` clock2

Front row occupants have a higher risk of being injured in comparison with
second row occupants [8]. The most frequent MAIS in the frontal crashes
investigated is of level 1. However, due to the fact that the type of injuries that
represent this injury level are not reproducible in simulations with the available
numerical models, it was decide to use MAIS 2 for the PRISM project.
Detailed data available for validation purposes (in the PRISM project) was in
the velocity-range between 55-65 km/h. Taking into consideration that this
range also corresponds to a European scenario, ∆V was chosen as 40+.
The overlap, defined as % of vehicle’s frontal width (no wing mirrors included)
damaged and the impact angle, defined as primary direction of force in the
NASS database, were chosen based on available detailed data.
Scenario used in this project
The above scenario is the one as chosen in the PRISM project. For the
reference model in this report, occupants and vehicle geometry are taken from
the PRISM project. However, in the reference model not all of the PRISM
parameters mentioned above, i.e. delta V, overlap % or restraint system data,
are equal to the values used in the PRISM model.
The research at hand is based on the parameters for ∆V, overlap and impact
angle as stated in an EuroNCAP test (according to the EuroNCAP protocol).
This scenario was selected as the reference scenario for the following
reasons:
1
2

. Proposed Reduction of car crash Injuries through Improved SMart restraint development technologies
.12 o’ clock refers to a crash where the direction of motion is perpendicular to the impact barrier
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 It is representative of the PRISM scenario and
 It is a standardized scenario
 The assessment of potential reduction of injuries and costs in
this scenario would highly contribute to the acceptance of
Real Time Control (RTC) by OEM’s.
3.2 EuroNCAP test description (frontal crash)
The EuroNCAP [w3] frontal crash test concerns a small car that is impacted
against a barrier with a deformable aluminum face at a speed of 64 [km/h]
with 40% overlap, see Figure 3.1. This simulates a collision between two
vehicles. Figure 3.2 shows the acceleration pulse used in the reference
scenario

Figure 3.1, Crash set-up Euro NCAP [w1]

Figure 3.2, Euro NCAP vehicle acceleration pulse
For frontal impact crash tests realized under EuroNCAP test protocols, the
following impact assessment criteria and maximal allowable values for
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different body parts are used, in which higher and lower performance limits
are considered [w2].
Only the assessment criteria and limit values of the body parts relevant to the
design model evaluation are included, namely, chest and neck.
3.2.1 Neck
Higher performance limit
Shear
1.9 [kN] @ 0 [msec], 1.2 [kN] @ 25-35 [msec],
1.1.- [kN] @ 45 [msec]
Tension 2.7 [kN] @ 0 [msec], 2.3 [kN] @ 35 [msec], 1.1.- [kN] @ 60 [msec]
Extension 42 [Nm]
Lower performance limit
d

Shear
3.1 [kN] @ 0 [msec], 1.5 [kN] @ 25-35 [msec],
1.1.- [kN] @ 45 [msec]
d
Tension 3.3 [kN] @ 0 [msec], 2.9 [kN] @ 35 [msec], 1.1.- [kN] @ 60 [msec]
d
Extension 57 [Nm]
(Significant risk of injury)

3.2.2 Chest
Higher performance limit
Compression
Viscous Criterion

22 [mm]
0.5 [m/s]

(5% risk of injury ≥ AIS3)
(5% risk of injury ≥ AIS4)

Lower performance limit
Compression
Viscous Criterion

d

50 [mm]
d
1.0 [m/s]

(50% risk of injury ≥ AIS3)
(25% risk of injury ≥ AIS4)

3.3 Reference model description
The reference model is constituted by the following parts:
 Vehicle
 Occupant
 Restraint Systems
3.3.1 Vehicle
As stated above, the vehicle used in this investigation is the PRISM model of
a small car, one of the reasons for this selection of the fact that these types of
cars are most vulnerable of all car fleet. Its geometry is obtained as an
average from four different vehicles: Ford Ka (2000), Citroen C3 (2003),
Daihatsu Cuore (2003), Opel Corsa (2000) [8]. The vehicle model is a
simplified version of the PRISM model; only the front row driver is included.
Among others, seats, steering wheel and steering column are also included in
the model. Below, figure 3.3 shows the vehicle compartment model used for
this project.

d

European Enhanced Vehicle safety Committee limits (EEVC)
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Figure 3.3 Vehicle model featuring 95th percentile Hybrid III adult male dummy
The vehicle model consists of finite element and multi-body parts. Namely,
seats, dashboard, foot-well, and knee-bolsters are represented by finite
element meshes, whereas the steering wheel, and the steering column are
represented by rigid bodies.
3.3.2 Occupant
For the occupant, initially the MADYMO 50th percentile Hybrid III dummy
model was used [2]. For this investigation, scenarios will be built for the 5th
and the 95th Hybrid III female and male adult dummy models respectively also
from the MADYMO model library [22]. Figure 3.4 shows these percentiles.

Figure 3.4 5th, 50th and 95th percentile Hybrid III dummy models left to right
The occupant model is a multi-body (MB) model consisting of 37 rigid bodies
represented by ellipsoids, connected by 37 kinematic joints. Ellipsoidal
surfaces, of the rigid bodies, define the contact interactions. A number of
restraints that relate a force or moment to a relative motion are defined. These
restraints should not be confused with the safety devices mentioned earlier,
such as the seat belt. The restraints are divided in 16 joint restraints, referring
to the relative motion in a kinematic joint, and 22 general restraints, referring
to allowable freedom between two points in general. Furthermore, contact
interaction models are used to define a possible interaction between two
surfaces. Each of the percentiles shown in Figure 3.4 are representative of
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different size of real human beings. They are classified according to size, age,
sex and inpact direction. Adult male and female dummies are of different sizes
The height and weight of the female and large male adult dummies, are
approximately those of the 5th percentile female and the 95th percentile male
respectively. Key dimensions for dummies shown in Figure 3.4 are given in
table 3.1. A more detailed description is given in [22].
5th percentile
female
1510

50th percentile
male
1751

95th percentile
male
1873

Standing
height [mm]
Total weight
46.82
78.20
102.73
[kg]
Table 3.1 key dimensions and weights for various sizes of dummies
3.3.3 Restraint systems

The main restraint system component in the reference model is the seat belt.
Some important aspects of these belts are mentioned below. No airbags are
taken into account in this research; since seat belts offer by far the most
protection to vehicle occupants in comparison to airbags [10]. Furthermore,
airbag modeling is still to complex to be taken into account in the model here
studied. Therefore, for simplicity, focus is given first to situations where only
the seat belt is present. However the airbag should still be part of the vehicle
restraint’s system, considering its ability to reduce neck and head injuries.
MB belt 8% stiffness
The seatbelt is modelled as a line structure of one dimensional flexible
elements. The notion 8% stiffness, indicates that under a load of 11kN the
belt’s webbing will stretch 8% of the total length. This percentage typically
ranges from 6-11% [21].
Load limiter
The load limiter is in charge of minimizing the belt-inflicted injuries by keeping
the belt force below a predefined maximum level. This is realized by releasing
a small amount (80 [mm]) of belt webbing when the force of the belt on the
occupant’s body exceeds a critical value (approximately 4 [kN] in the
reference model).
Load limiting can be achieved using different techniques. The most simple is
sewing a fold into the belt webbing that unfolds when the maximum force is
exerted on the belt. More sophisticated load limiters are based on torsion bars
attached to the spool of the retractor. When the maximum force in the belt’s
webbing is reached the torsion bar will twist letting the belt extend until the
force in the belt is below its limit value. [21]
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Filmspool effect
Fimlspool effect is defined as the payout of the belt as loading tightens the
stowed webbing. It leads to an undesired passenger displacement [21].
Locking mechanism
The locking mechanism has to prevent further payout of the belt by stopping
the spool from rotating and to reduce further extension of the belt’s webbing
when the car is involved in a collision. This locking mechanism forms part of
the “emergency locking retractor” [w4]. Three different types of locking
mechanisms are available:
 Activated by rapid deceleration of the car.
 Spool lock, when the belt webbing is pulled with a sudden
high acceleration.
 Activated by a sudden change of the orientation of the car,
for example in a rollover situation.
Pretensioner
The pretensioner is designed to reduce slack from the seat belt prior to a
crash by pulling the seatbelt webbing with a force between 1 and 2 [kN]. The
slack on the seat belt can differ depending on the time of the year (relation
with summer/winter), varying from 40-90 mm in summer to 40-120 mm in
winter. There are two types of pretensioner: mounted on the retractor and
mounted on the buckle. When a pretensioner is placed on the retractor, it will
have a positive effect on the upper body; when placed on the buckle, it will
reduce the risk of submarining pelvic displacement [23].
Retractor
The retractor is a device used to accommodate part or the whole of the
webbing of a safety-belt [6]. The central element on the retractor is a spool,
which is attached to one end of the webbing. Inside the retractor, a spring
applies a rotation force to the spool. This works to rotate the spool so it winds
up any loose webbing.
3.4 Reference model controlled behaviour
The adopted numerical reference model is feedback-controlled; a coupling is
used between Matlab/Simulink and MADYMO [7]. The inputs to the system
are: belt force Fbelt together with the vehicle acceleration aveh. The output
signals of interest are, the chest acceleration achest, chest compression D,
neck moment My and the belt displacement xbelt. These output signals are
used, in the design model in order to compare the responses obtained from
the design model with those obtained from the reference model.
The controller aims at the chest acceleration following a desired behavior aref.
This desired behavior is defined for each scenario individually depending on
certain constraints, e.g. space between the sternum and the steering wheel.
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3.5 Reference profile
As mentioned above in order to control the behavior of the Madymo model it is
important to define a reference profile. In this case the reference profile is
given as a profile for the chest acceleration. The acceleration profile initially
equals the vehicle acceleration, i.e., aref(to) = aveh(to), and it has a constant
negative slope [6], this is necessary for preventing the occupant from being
pushed through the seat. For t1<t<t2 the acceleration equals aopt, and finally
with a positive slope reaches zero at t=te.
The set-point or reference profile can be defined as:
;8< =>  ?@ =
AB1
789 :
?C = =8 

with ?@,C K L M a constant [6].

=> 

D

EFG =
EFG =
EFG =

H=> , =@ J
H=@ , =C J
H=C , =8 J

(3.1)

As stated above, calculation of the set-point is dictated by different constraints
like chest-steering wheel distance. With this in mind, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show
different reference profiles calculated for the reference scenarios used in this
investigation, where the following chest-steering wheel distances were
measured at t=to:
 05th percentile Hybrid III dummy: 0.1943 m
 95th percentile Hybrid III dummy: 0.3184 m

Figure 3.5 Chest reference acceleration for the 5th percentile reference model.
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Figure 3.6 Chest reference acceleration for the 95th percentile reference
model
3.6 Input signals used in the design model simulations
In order to have comparable results, is important to use the same input
signals implemented in the reference model. Vehicle accelerations do not
change, since the same vehicle is used in all the simulations. However, due to
the fact that the vehicle occupant is varied, each scenario will end-up with a
different applied belt force. Figures 3.7 and 3.8, show the belt force obtained
for each of the new crash scenarios. Figure 3.9 shows the belt force obtained
for the 50th percentile crash scenario.

Figure 3.7 Belt force Fbelt obtained from the closed loop simulation (5th
percentile)
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Figure 3.8 Belt force Fbelt obtained from the closed loop simulation (95th
percentile)

Figure 3.9 Belt force Fbelt obtained from the closed loop simulation (50th
percentile)
3.7 Output signals used in the design model simulations
Paragraph 3.4 mentions the reference model’s outputs of interest for the
design model’s validation; namely, belt displacement xbelt, chest deflection,
chest acceleration and neck moment. These outputs are of great importance,
since they will be used as point of comparison in the assessment of the
design model’s accuracy to predict biomechanical responses and thus, injury
probability.
Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show output signals obtained from the 50th percentile
reference model simulation. Figure 3.12 and 3.13 show output signals
obtained from the 5th percentile reference model simulations and Figures 3.14
and 3.15 show output signals obtained from the 95th percentile reference
model simulations.
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Figure 3.10 Belt displacement and chest deflection from 50th reference
scenario

Figure 3.11 Chest acceleration and Neck moment from 50th percentile
reference scenario

Figure 3.12 Belt displacement and chest deflection from 05th percentile
reference scenario
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Figure 3.13 Chest acceleration and neck moment from 05th percentile
reference scenario

Figure 3.14 Belt displacement and chest deflection from 95th percentile
reference scenario

Figure 3.15 Chest acceleration and neck moment from 95th percentile
reference scenario
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4 Design model
4.1 Introduction
Within the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, research is going on towards
the development of real-time controlled restraint systems [2]. For controller
design, low order models are required which are not available in literature [2],
and therefore need to be developed.
The low order design model is developed by means of a multi-fidelity
modelling approach. It is derived from a complex MADYMO model by means
of sensitivity analysis, in which the relevant dynamics of the complex model
were identified and lumped into a 2D model. This model has to be suitable for
observer and control algorithm development [24]. The model is evaluated with
the aim of finding out its suitability to predict the biomechanical response of
vehicle occupants. Only certain biomechanical responses are evaluated.
Namely, those mostly influenced by the use of seat belts. These
biomechanical responses together with certain assessment criteria like those
mentioned in chapter 2, are used in the automotive crash test industry in the
evaluation of restraint systems.
Additional to the evaluation of the design model, this research reported here is
aimed to further investigate the validity of the design model for other
biomechanical response and different crash scenarios and to investigate the
possibility of further simplification of the model. The criteria adopted for the
validation of the model’s results are explained more in detail in paragraph
4.4.
The model has already been validated for chest acceleration prediction. This
research will investigate the model’s potential for the prediction of some other
biomechanical responses, namely, chest deflection and neck moment.
Different occupant sizes are used namely, 5th and 95th percentile vehicle
occupants.
Within this chapter three different parts can be distinguished. The first part
(paragraph 4.2) gives a more in depth description of the existing design
model, as developed in previous research, showing the methodology used for
its development as well as results found. The second part shows results found
in the present research, about the possibility of further model simplification
(paragraphs 4.3, 4.4) and the evaluation of biomechanical model responses
for the 50th percentile scenario. Finally, paragraph 4.5 gives a description of
the 5th and 95th scenarios developed in this research as well as results and an
evaluation of the results obtained for these scenarios.
4.2 Model description
The design model was developed for one of the scenarios analyzed in the
PRISM project, presented in the previous chapter as the reference model.
Numerical experiments were carried out with the complex MADYMO
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reference model in order to find the relevance of each of the elements in the
reference model like bodies, contacts, degrees of freedom, etc. The model
can be further simplified by taking into account that the occupant model is
symmetrical and that only frontal crashes are investigated. Because the
design model is symmetric, the extremities (arms, legs) can be lumped [1].
The original number of degrees of freedom of the reference model is reduced
to less than one fifth.
Further investigation of the simulation results showed that 9 bodies and 16
degrees of freedom are sufficient to describe the occupant’s chest
acceleration (achest) and seat belt payout (xbelt), from which 8 bodies are used
to represent the occupant and 1 body to represent the seat belt retractor. As it
can be seen in Table 4.1, where both models are compared, the design model
is less complex, this is reflected for example, in the computational time.
PRISM
DOF
81
BODIES
37
COMPUTATION
Ca. 6 min
TIME

DESIGN MODEL
16
9
<1 min

Table 4.1, PRISM and design model complexity
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the design model as used for previous
research. It can be observed in Figure 4.1 that all non-rigid connections and
all joints are modelled by Kelvin elements. Parameter values for the joints and
non-rigid connections as well as the location of the joints are taken from the
PRISM model (when possible) [4]. Values for the combined centre of mass
(cogc) and mass (mc) of the lumped bodies are calculated with:
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mass of body Y. The combined moment of inertia Jc with respect to cogc is
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Figure 4.1 also shows the representation of the seat belt in the design model.
Modelled as a string, it runs over ideal, rotating pulleys placed on the dummy
bodies and on the vehicle interior. In the D-ring and buckle, however, friction
is taken into account and calculated by the following equation [4].
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where e 0.1 represents the friction coefficient, C the smallest tension force
and f the wrapped angle. Since variation of f is small, a constant value of 2.5
[rad] is taken, resulting in C 0.779@ [4]. Locations of the D-ring, buckle, and
the anchor depicted in Figure 4.1 are taken from the PRISM model.
The design model is simulated using initial conditions from the MADYMO
reference model, the deceleration of the vehicle aveh and the force in the belt
Fbelt obtained from a closed-loop simulation made with the MADYMO model
[9] are used. Biomechanical responses obtained from the design model, like
chest acceleration or chest deflection, are compared to the results obtained
with the reference model. Additionally, kinematics of the models are visualized
and compared with respect to a simplified reference model. This simplified
reference model contains the same number of bodies as the design model but
its kinematics are taken from the MADYMO simulation.

Figure 4.1 Design model, joints, connections and seat belt (previous research)
Figure 4.2 shows the kinematics of the 50th percentile design model (dashed
line) and reference model (solid line) from 0 to 60 msec.. Vertical and
horizontal axes show the displacement of the drivers in [m]. As it can be seen
the design model follows with accuracy the motion of the reference model
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through the whole time interval studied. Apparent differences in the arms
kinematics of both models become apparent at 60 msec.
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Figure 4.2 Kinematics comparison for the 50th percentile scenario at different
times (previous research)
In previous research, the design model (derived from the MADYMO model
with the 50th percentile Hybrid III dummy) has been tested and validated for
the chest acceleration [2]. The error between the reference model and the
design model was minimized, giving as a result an optimal set of parameters.
The parameters are found by optimizing the response of each body
successively. This method ensures that not only the desired behavior, i.e.
achest and xactuator, but also that the general behaviour is accurate [2].
Figure 4.3 shows results from previous research where vehicle occupant’s
chest acceleration and belt payout, predicted by the design model, are
compared to the reference model results. Here, the EURONCAP acceleration
pulse shown in Figure 3.2 and the belt force obtained from the reference
model’s closed loop simulation were used. A good agreement in chest
accelerations can be seen, especially in the first 25 msec. Also the belt
displacement is well described by the design model [2].
The main contribution from previous research is a manageable design model
for an average-sized restrained occupant (50th percentile) in frontal impact. It
is accurate with respect to the reference model; it incorporates physical
parameters and has a low computational load [2]. However, all the peaks
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presented in the design model’s chest acceleration response suggesting a
source of vibration have not been studied.

Figure 4.3 Design (solid), reference model (dashed) simulation results [2]
4.3 Sensitivity analysis
The design model yields fairly accurate results for the chest deflection and
neck moment. Nevertheless, it is important to find out if these responses can
be further improved by fine-tuning the model parameters or maybe by
including new elements in the model.
Improvement of the injury prediction capabilities of the design model requires
further investigation of the influence of the stiffness and damping of different
elements like non-rigid connections and joints. Design model’s geometry and
masses are left as initially calculated.
The analysis is done in three steps:
1. Investigate the possibility of further simplification of the model
2. Investigate the sensitivity of the model to changes in connection
and joint characteristics
3. Implement changes suggested from results from step 1 and 2
Different numerical experiments were carried out where the main focus was to
find out if further simplification of the model was acceptable or not. It was
found that when only chest deflection is considered, the arms do not have
much influence. However, taking the arms away from the model has a big
influence on the chest acceleration. Therefore, the arms are kept in the model.
Another finding was that the connection between the knee and the vehicle
interior does not have much influence in chest deflection nor acceleration.
Therefore, it was decided to remove it from the design model. In Figure 4.4
the design model is presented as developed in this research.
Results show the need for some adjustments in order to have an improved
chest deflection response. Fine-tuning of the most relevant parameters shows
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that a better chest deflection response can be obtained. Various parameters
were changed and it was found that the most relevant parameters influencing
chest deflection are the abdomen and rib characteristics.

Figure 4.4 Design model, joints, connections and seat belt (present research)
Regarding the neck moment it was found that changing the head joint
characteristics of the design model can improve the neck response when
compared to the reference model. Furthermore, results showed that only one
neck joint is not enough for a good neck response prediction. This motivated
the introduction of an extra neck joint with its characteristics modeled as a
Kelvin element with the following parameters (see Figure 4.4):
k3 = 230 [N/m]
d3 = 2.5 [N*s/m]
The mechanical characteristics of different elements of the design model were
changed in order to approximate as best as possible the responses. It should
be noted that the optimization of the responses is only done in the 0-60 msec
time span. time interval based on the fact that until this time, the seat belt is
the only actuating restraint system in the model.
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In a “normal” situation (seat belt and airbag present), after 60 msec. also the
airbag plays a role. This means that after this time (in a “normal situation)
results obtained with the seat belt only, are less relevant.
Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the original and changed joint and
connection parameters of the design model. Dark-filled cells are values that
stayed unchanged.
Contact/Joint
Feet contact x
Feet contact y
Knee contact x
neck1
Hip joint
Abdomen joint
Lumbarspine joint
Front seat contact x
Front seat contact y
Ribs q6
Ribs q7
Clavicle joint
Elbow joint
Head joint
Back seat contact x
Back seat contact y
Seat belt
Spine x

Original value
stiffness (N/m) damping [N*s/m]
k1 = 333e3/5 d1 = 1e3
k2 = 333e3/5 d2 = 1e3
k3 = 11.7e5
d3 = 0.096e5
N.A.
N.A.
k4 = 100
d4 = 10
K5 = 3e5*4
d5 = 5e3*4
k6 = 1e3
d6 = 100
k7 = 0.4e3*50 d7 = 0.6109e3*50
k14 = 1e5
d14 = 1e4
k8 = 5e5
d8 = 6e3
k9 = 1.2e5
d9 = 1.2e3
k10 = 1e2
d10 = 5.7
k11 = 3e2
d11 = 1.0
k12 = 112
d12 = 2.4
k13 = 3e4
d13 = 3e2
k17 = 1e5
d17 = 1e3
k15 = 1.24e5
d15 = 100
k16 = 5e4
d16 = 3e3

New value
stiffness [N/m] damping [N*s/m]
k1 = 20e3
d1 = 0
k1 = 20e3
d1 = 0
N.A.
N.A.
k3 = 230
d3 = 2.5
k4 = 0
d4 = 0
k5 = 250e3
d5 = 250
k6 = 1e3
d5 = 5.3e-2
k7 = 0
d7 = 0
k14 = 1.8e5
d14 = 100
k8 = 2.2e5
d8 = 1e3
k9 = 1e5
d9 = 1e4
k10 = 1e3
d10 = 1e2
k11 = 50
d11 = 2.0
k12 = 1.6e2
d12 = 10
k13 = 3.4e5
d13 = 3.4e3
k17 = 1e5
d17 = 4.0
k15 = 124e3
d15 = 100
k16 = 2e4
d16 = 100

Table 4.2 Original and new joint and non-rigid contact stiffness/damping
values of the 50th percentile design model
4.4 Model performance evaluation I (modified 50th percentile design
model)
The following paragraphs give a summary of the results obtained with the
modified 50th percentile design model. A criterion is used in order to evaluate
the performance of the model’s responses. The adopted criterion is the infinity
norm |a|h :
|a|h max |a= |,

in which, = = {=@ , =C , … … … , =0 l is the time span of the evaluated discrete signal
a= . In order to conclude the validity of the models responses, maximum
allowable limits are defined for the chosen criteria. In [2], is found that a 30%
maximum error in the design model’s chest acceleration was considered as
“good”. In the same way, a 20% maximum error in the design model’s belt
displacement was regarded as “good”. Therefore, the same boundaries will be
applied in the results presented here for those responses. For the remaining
responses, a 20% maximum deviation will be implemented.
4.4.1 Chest deflection results
Chest deflection responses from the design model were compared against the
reference model responses. Figures 4.5 a), 4.5 b), show chest deflection
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responses before and after changes are applied, where the continuous line
represents the reference model results.
After implementation of the new characteristics, e.g. for the ribs and abdomen,
a noticeable improvement in the chest deflection responses until time 55
msec. is obtained. Beyond that point the response in Figure 4.5 b) shows a
peak in the design model response.
This peak is related to the way the belt force is applied at this time (see Figure
3.9) and the lower level of complexity of the model in comparison with the
MADYMO model. These results are regarded as acceptable taking into
account the simplicity of the model and the fact that for this investigation, only
results before 60 msec. will be taken into account. However, further
investigation should be done to find out why even though the same belt-force
is applied in the reference this peak is not presented as shown in Figure 4.5 a)
an b) by the solid line.

a)
b)
Figure 4.5 Chest deflection from reference model (solid line) and design
model (dotted line); before a) and after b) changes in parameters
4.4.2 Chest acceleration results
Chest acceleration was already used as a performance indicator in the
previous investigation. However, implementing changes in the model might
cause the chest acceleration to change. Therefore, Figures 4.6 a) and 4.6 b)
are included to show that, after changes are implemented, the chest
acceleration still is well mapped. The continuous line shows the reference
model results
4.4.3 Neck moment results
The neck moment in the design model, measured at joint 12 (see Figure 4.1
and Figure 4.4) is representative of the moment around the Y axis of the
occipital condyles (OC) joint (see Figure 2.1). Different changes were made to
the model in order to obtain a good response for this moment. Subsequent
paragraphs explain the results obtained after these changes were made to the
model’s neck and neck characteristics.
One neck-joint model
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Initially the model had only one joint representing the connection between the
neck and torso (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4). With only this joint and further

a)
b)
Figure 4.6 Chest acceleration from reference model (solid line) and design
model (dotted line); before a) and after b) changes in parameters
tuning of those contact characteristics, which highly influence the neck
behaviour in the model (like the connection with the backseat in x direction,
k13 and d13) a slightly better response was obtained mostly in the interval .
Figure 4.7 a) and 4.7 b) show the neck moment before and after the changes
were made to the neck characteristics.
From figure 4.7 b) it can be seen that, peak values are well mapped but also
that a delay occurs in the design model response with respect to the reference
model response. More experiments were made like for example changing the
stiffness and damping characteristics of other non-rigid contacts and joints,
without obtaining large improvements.

a)
b)
Figure 4.7 Neck moment in Y direction from reference model (solid line) and
design model (dotted line); before a) and after b) changes in parameters
Two neck-joints model
As explained in section 4.3, it was found that one neck joint is not enough to
accurately describe neck responses with the design model. Therefore it was
decided to include an additional neck joint as can be seen in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.8 shows the resulting neck moment with the additional neck joint,
where the dotted red line represents the results obtained from the design
model. Before 30 msec. the response from the design model follows the one
from the reference model. Peak values are mapped fairly well. A delay on the
response in shown after 75 msec. but this is of no concern in this
investigation.

Figure 4.8 Neck moment, y axis, reference model (solid line), design model
(dotted line)
4.5 Model performance evaluation II (05th and 95th percentile design
models)
The following paragraphs give a summary of the results obtained in the
second part of the project: extending the validity of the modified design model
to new scenarios, where the 5th and the 95th percentile Hybrid III dummies
are used.
4.5.1 Design models description
Just like in the earlier described design model, the models described next are
derived from a MADYMO reference model, now for the 5th and 95th percentile
occupant models. Body segment lengths, masses and moments of inertia are
calculated for the new models following the same procedure as in section 4.2.
Kinematics of the new design models are compared to the reference models
developed for the 5th and 95th percentile scenario, where the MADYMO
reference models are represented by the same number of bodies
implemented in the design model.
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the new design models developed for this
investigation. As it would be expected, differences in segment lengths
between both models can be observed.
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Figure 4.9 Design model 5th percentile

Figure 4.10 Design model 95th percentile
The occupant’s position with respect to the seat-belt’s buckle (which is a nonmoveable part within the car’s interior) is quite different as can be seen from
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the more forward seating position presented by the 5th percentile occupant
model, shown in Figure 4.9.
The seating position has also influence on the seat belt positioning; in the 5ht
percentile design model, the seat belt between chest and buckle describes a
diagonal line whereas this same belt segment in the 95th percentile is
described by an almost straight vertical line. Accurate occupant seating
positioning is important in injury prediction since, for example, an occupant
closer to the steering wheel has a higher probability of experiencing head- or
chest-steering wheel contacts when involved in a crash accident. Thus,
having an accurate description of the occupant’s position would help in
predicting possible collisions with the car interior.
4.5.2 Kinematic and dynamic properties
Each percentile is representative of a specific human size, consequently it is
expected that every percentile will have different body segment lengths,
masses, and moments of inertia. For each of the two new scenarios
investigated in this research, new kinematic parameters were calculated . The
parameters include, model dimensions, masses, moments of inertia and initial
positions. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 give an overview of the parameters calculated
for the 5th and 95th percentile scenario represented in Figure A1 in appendix
A, where m11 and m12 are the D-ring and buckle masses.
Masses

m1 = 4.19*2
m2 = 4.02*2
m3 = 10.45
m4 = 0.38
m5 = 9.37
m6 = 1
m7 = 2.51*2
m8 = 1.21*2
m9 = 3.91
m10 = 0.01
m11 = 0
m12 = 0
m13 = 0.3

Moments of inertia

J1 = 0.0818603*2
J2 = 0.0434791*2
J3 = 0.0590747
J4 = 0.005
J5 = 0.10179
J6 = 0.01
J7 = 0.0180592*2
J8 = 0.0178041*2
J9 = 0.0192936
J10 = 0
J11 = 0
J12 = 0
J13 = 0.00104465

Body segments
initial orientation

Body segment lengths

q1_0 = -0.9987
q2_0 = 0.2516
q3_0 = -0.3671
q4_0 =
0.0665
q5_0 = -1.3597
q6_0 = 0.0983
q7_0 = 0.1779
q8_0 = -0.2782
q9_0 = 0.6308
q10_0 = 1.4774
q11_0 = -2.1744
q12_0 = 0.8589
q14_0 = -1.5119

c1 = 0.390376
c2 = 0.198109
c3 = 0.339534
c4 = 0.177173
c5 = 0.151275
c6 = 0.116678
c7 = 0.0901849
c8 = 0.335035
c9 = 0.182961
c10 = 0.045236
c11 = 0.0552721
c12 = 0.125827
c13 = 0.101144
c14 = 0.195645
c15 = 0.0488
c16 = 0.0244205
Table 4.3 Calculated kinematic parameters for the 5th percentile scenario

Constitutive properties were taken as much as possible from the respective
reference model, i.e., abdomen stiffness, ribs stiffness or feet-car interior
contacts. These properties refer to the dissipative and elastic elements in
these models, i.e., joint and non-rigid contact properties. Properties, for which
no data was available from the reference models, were left as they were in the
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50th percentile design model. This was done in order to have a starting point
from which adjustments could be made for the the percentile at hand.
masses

Moments of Inertia

m1 = 8.353*2;J1 = 0.304339*2
m2 = 9.87*2 J2 = 0.498195*2
m3 = 24.91 J3 = 0.20616
m4 = 1.12
J4 = 0.01
m5 = 15.06 J5 = 0.182902
m6 = 2.25
J6 = 0.02
m7 = 5.68*2 J7 = 0.0568831*2
m8 = 2.66*2 J8 = 0.0504676*2
m9 = 5.53
J9 = 0.030575
m10 = 0.01 J10 = 0
m11 = 0
J11 = 0
m12 = 0
J12 = 0
m13 = 0.4
J13 = 0.00207952

body segments
body segment lengths
initial orientation

q1_0 = -0.8655
q2_0 = 0.2915
q3_0 = -0.6577
q4_0 = 0.0914
q5_0 = -1.4786
q6_0 = 0.1381
q7_0 = 0.2125
q8_0 = -0.4552
q9_0 = 0.3751
q10_0 = 1.3389
q11_0 = -2.3568
q12_0 = 0.9991
q14_0 = 1.5010

c1 = 0.514935
c2 = 0.298535
c3 = 0.413008
c4 = 0.210542
c5 = 0.175889
c6 = 0.13446
c7 = 0.116324
c8 = 0.401285
c9 = 0.220338
c10 = 0.0605323
c11 = 0.0718556
c12 = 0.142687
c13 = 0.112382
c14 = 0.257991
c15 = 0.0564003
c16 = 0.0282298
Table 4.4 Calculated kinematic parameters for the 95th percentile scenario

Parameters initially obtained from the respective reference models, did not
give acceptable results in terms of biomechanical responses. Therefore,
different key stiffness parameters were adjusted in order to obtain better
results.
Adjustments were made to these properties in order to obtain acceptable
biomechanical responses when compared with the reference model
responses. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 give a summary of the joint and connection
contact values for the 5th and 95th percentile scenarios. The new value
column represents the adjusted values for the given parameters. Dark-filled
cells are values that stayed unchanged.
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Original value
stiffness (N/m) damping [N*s/m]
Feet contact x
k1 = 289e3/5 d1 = 0
Feet contact y
k2 = 289e3/5 d2 = 0
Knee contact x
N.A.
N.A.
neck1
k3 = 230
d3 = 2.5
Hip joint
k4 = 0
d4 = 0
Abdomen joint
K5 = 130e3
d5 = 900
Lumbarspine joint k6 = 1e3
d5 = 5.3e-2
Front seat contact x k7 = 0
d7 = 0
Front seat contact y k14 = 1.8e5
d14 = 100
Ribs q6
k8 = 624e3
d8 = 6.24e3
Ribs q7
k9 = 78e3
d9 = 780
Clavicle joint
k10 = 1e3
d10 = 1e2
Elbow joint
k11 = 121.5
d11 = 1.0
Head joint
k12 = 1.6e2
d12 = 10
Back seat contact x k13 = 3.4e5
d13 = 3.4e3
Back seat contact y k17 = 1e5
d17 = 4.0
Seat belt
k15 = 124e3
d15 = 100
Spine x
k16 = 2e4
d16 = 100
Contact/Joint

New value
stiffness [N/m] damping [N*s/m]
k1 = 289e3/5 d1 = 0
k2 = 289e3/5 d2 = 0
N.A.
N.A.
k3 = 120
d3 = 0.3
k4 = 0
d4 = 0
k5 = 80e3
d5 = 450
k6 = 1e3
d5 = 1.3e-3
k7 = 0
d7 = 0
k14 = 5.5e5
d14 = 200
k8 = 120e3
d8 = 3.24e3
k9 = 78e3
d9 = 780
k10 = 1e3
d10 = 1e2
k11 = 100
Not changed
k12 = 2.6e2
d12 = 7
k13 = 3.4e5
d13 = 3.4e3
k17 = 5e5
d17 = 6.0
k15 = 124e3
d15 = 100
k16 = 2e4
d16 = 100

Table 4.5 Original and new joint and non-rigid contact stiffness/damping
values of the 05th percentile design model
Original value
New value
stiffness (N/m) damping [N*s/m] stiffness [N/m] damping [N*s/m]
Feet contact x
k1 = 333e3/5 d1 = 1e3
k1 = 333e3/5 d1 = 1e3
Feet contact y
k2 = 333e3/5 d2 = 1e3
k2 = 333e3/5 d2 = 1e3
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Knee contact x
N.A.
neck1
k3 = 230
d3 = 2.5
k3 = 380
d3 = 4.5
Hip joint
k4 = 0
d4 = 0
k4 = 0
d4 = 0
Abdomen joint
K5 = 108.16e3 d5 = 260
k5 = 208.16e3 d5 = 260
Lumbarspine joint k6 = 1e3
d5 = 5.3e-2
k6 = 1e3
d5 = 5.3e-2
Front seat contact x k7 = 0
d7 = 0
k7 = 0.4e3*50 d7 = 0.6109e3*50
Front seat contact y k14 = 1.8e5
d14 = 100
k14 = 9.8e4
d14 = 1500
Ribs q6
k8 = 10.08e5
d8 = 1.008e4
k8 = 3.4008e5 d8 = 0.060008e4
Ribs q7
k9 = 126e3
d9 = 1.25e3
k9 = 126e3
d9 = 1.25e3
Clavicle joint
k10 = 2.7778e3 d10 = 5.0
k10 = 2.7778e3 d10 = 5.0
Elbow joint
k11 = 239.6154 d11 = 1.0
k11 = 239.6154 d11 = 1.0
Head joint
k12 = 1.6e2
d12 = 10
k12 = 1.6e2
d12 = 5
Back seat contact x k13 = 3.4e5
d13 = 3.4e3
k13 = 5.4e5
d13 = 0.4e3
Back seat contact y k17 = 1e5
d17 = 4.0
k17 = 0.6e5
d17 = 2.0
Seat belt
k15 = 124e3
d15 = 100
k15 = 124e3
d15 = 100
Spine x
k16 = 2e4
d16 = 100
k16 = 8e4
d16 = 100
Contact/Joint

Table 4.6 Original and new joint and non-rigid contact stiffness/damping
values of the 95th percentile design model
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4.5.3 Chest acceleration and chest deflection results
Results for chest acceleration and chest deflection are taken together in this
paragraph for both the 5th and the 95th percentile design models because
these two responses very much depend on the same dynamic parameters,
i.e., ribs stiffness/damping and abdomen stiffness/damping among others.
Different changes were made to these two parameters mainly, obtaining the
results shown in Figure 4.11 a) and 4.11 b) and Figure 4.12 a) and 4.12 b) for
the 5th and 95th percentile respectively. The continuous line represents the
reference model result and the dashed line represents the design model
results.
From figures 4.11 a) and 4.12 a), it can be observed that design model
responses follow in general the same trend shown by the reference model.
Chest acceleration results in the design model correlate with high fidelity to
those of the reference model up till 25 msec. in both figures. After 25 msec. an
oscillating behavior is presented by both models. This oscillation is more
apparent in Figure 4.11 a). The origin of these oscillations is not yet clear in
this investigation. Finding out what is causing them would improve in great
manner the estimation of this response.

a)
b)
Figure 4.11 Chest acceleration a) and chest deflection b) obtained for the 5th
percentile design model.

a)
b)
Figure 4.12 Chest acceleration a) and chest deflection b) obtained for the 95th
percentile design model.
Different changes were made in the ribs stiffness and damping properties, of
both design models, arriving to the responses seen in Figure 4.11 b) and 4.12
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b) for the 5th and 95th percentile chest deflection respectively. In the 5th
percentile scenario a good chest deflection agreement with respect to the
reference model responses up till 45 msec. from there, a peak is presented up
to 80 msec. followed by a fairly good mapping of the reference response.
The appearance of the peak correlates well with an increasing belt force
application (see Figure 3.7).
However, it is not clear why this peak is not present in the reference model
response or in other response, e.g., chest acceleration. Furthermore, is also
interesting that a similar behavior (however, to a less extent) is also presented
in the 50th percentile chest deflection (see Figure 4.5 b)), and that on the 95th
percentile design model is not to be seen. This might suggest that occupant
size has an influence on the design model chest responses.
4.5.4 Neck moments results
In this paragraph results obtained for the neck moments of both design
models are presented. Figure 4.13 a) and 4.13 b) show the obtained results
after parameter adjustments. The continuous line represents the reference
model result and the discontinuous line represents the design model results. A
good agreement on the followed trend can be seen for both scenarios.
A peak is presented in the 5th percentile scenario shown in Figure 4.13 a).
This is due to a head contact with the steering wheel presented in the
reference model. Steering wheel is not modeled in the design model and
therefore such a contact is not present, nevertheless peak values and
moment trend are well represented up till 80 msec. which is also the case on
the 95th percentile response shown in Figure 4.13 b).

a)
b)
Figure 4.13 Neck moment 5th percentile a) and 95th percentile b) design
models.
Additional to the above presented responses, the seat belt displacement is
shown. Figure 4.14 a) and 4.14 b) show the obtained results. From these
figures it can be seen that again design models’ belt displacement shows a
good agreement with respect to the reference model response up till 80 msec.
for the 5th percentile scenario, in Figure 4.14 a) and up till 130 msec. for the
95th percentile scenario. However, in Figure 4.14 a) a sudden change in the
belt displacement is presented after 80 msec. which was not investigated.
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a)
b)
Figure 4.14 Belt displacement 5th percentile a) and 95th percentile b) design
models.
4.6 Models kinematics evaluation
Below, Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the kinematics for the 5th and the 95th
percentile design models, where the dashed line represents the design model
and the continuous line the reference model and both axes show the models
displacement in [m].

Figure 4.15 Kinematics comparison for the 5th percentile scenario at different
times
The 5th percentile design model kinematics correlate good with those of the
reference model for the first 20 msec. Starting from 40 msec., differences on
arms and leg kinematics can be observed, later on, at time 60 msec. also
differences on the design model’s upper body are present.
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Figure 4.16 Kinematics comparison from the 95th percentile scenario at
different times
Kinematics of the 95th percentile design model showed in Figure 4.16, show a
good agreement with respect to the reference model kinematics for the first 20
msec. At time 40 msec., differences begin to appear in arms, legs and lower
spine. Furthermore, at time 60 msec. the design model begin to show a delay
on the upper body motion including the head. However, the lower body follows
well the reference model’s motions.
In general, kinematics of both design models (5th and 95th) show a good
overall correlation for the first 60 msec.
4.7 Models response error evaluation
The performance of the different design models was evaluated according to
the aforementioned criteria: evaluation time-span, biomechanical responses,
scenarios and response error. Table 4.7 shows results for the last one, and
table 4.8 shows the maximum values obtained for each of the evaluated
responses in each scenario.
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design
model
05 %ile
50 %ile
95 %ile

Achest beltdisplacement chest deflection Neck moment Y direction
[m/s^2]
[mm]
[mm]
[N.m]
60.15
39
22
15.8
21.3
37.7
5.6
32.7
41.9
67
7.1
34.42

Table 4.7 Maximum error per design model, per response
design
model
05 %ile
50 %ile
95 %ile

Achest beltdisplacement chest deflection Neck moment Y direction
[m/s^2]
[mm]
[mm]
[N.m]
196
274
28.5
11.95
191
317
35
20.89
171.96
389
32.3
31.21

Table 4.8 Maximum values per scenario, per response for the 0-600 msec.
time interval
From Table 4.7, it can be seen that according to the established maximum
error and the investigated time-span, most response results can be regarded
as acceptable, except for the results obtained for neck moment in the different
design models and the chest deflection results obtained for the 5th percentile
design model where the error is almost as big as the maximum deflection
registered by the reference model. Nevertheless, this last one has 10%.error
before 45 msec. which is the time when the peak in chest deflection response
is presented in the design model.
The neck moment values obtained can be regarded as high when compared
to an uncontrolled simulation as it can be seen in Figure 4.17. Neck moment
results for the 5th percentile reference model are compared with a simulation
made with the same reference model, where the belt force is not controlled.
These high values are related to different factors: the belt force levels (i)
applied by the seat belt in a controlled simulation are much higher than those
present in an uncontrolled one (about twice as high), as it can be seen in
Figure 4.18 from results obtained in [9], where belt force is controlled. Having
a completely inflated airbag (ii) after t>60 msec., would avoid the peaks
present around t = 80 msec. and the peak due to the head-steering wheel
contact at around t = 120 msec. Since, a completely inflated airbag would
avoid head contacts with the steering wheel and excessive neck excursion.

Figure 4.17 Neck moment comparison, closed loop (dashed) vs. open loop
(continous) simulation for the 5th percentile scenario
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Figure 4.18 Belt force, controlled (continuous) vs. uncontrolled (dashed)
simulation from [9] for a 50th percentile driver
Even though the model cannot predict all the analyzed response with the here
stated accuracy, response trends and peak values are fairly well estimated.
Nevertheless, with the found results there is still room for model improvement.
It is believed that, further inclusion of an airbag on the model would help on
the improvement of the neck moment response.
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5 Conclusions and recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
In the present report, existing and developed (in this research work) low order
manageable models (called here design models) representative of a crash
event, developed from complex high order MADYMO models (called here
reference models) were analyzed and compared.
The objective of this research was to investigate the capability of a low order
model to estimate biomechanical responses, like chest acceleration or chest
deflection required for the estimation of injury measures. Furthermore, the
possibility of further model simplification was investigated finding out that
some of the non-rigid contacts could be removed from the model and that in
order to have an acceptable neck moment estimation an additional neck joint
was needed in the model. Finally, model responses were evaluated until 60
msec. assuming this is the time interval when the seat belt has the most
influence on occupant motion.
The low order model showed an overall good agreement with the reference
model, following in almost all cases the same trend as the reference model.
Noticeable differences were present in the chest deflection for both 5th and
50th percentile design models with respect to reference model responses. No
concrete explanation was found in this research for this behaviour. However, it
is believed that it is related to the low level of complexity of the design model,
and to the fact that the rib-cage is represented by only one Kelvin element
whereas in the reference model a more complex representation of the ribcage
deflection is implemented.
Furthermore, is also believed that the fact that the design model is only
modeled in 2D accounts for most of these differences. Besides, it was seen
that size of the occupant (in the design model) might as well have an influence
on chest deflection estimation, since these behavior is present in the 5th and
50th and not in the 95th percentile occupant chest deflection response.
Error analysis showed that the model is accurate in most investigated
responses, besides those of the neck moment in all scenarios and that of the
5th percentile chest deflection. Therefore, the model is suitable for observer
and later controller design in those responses found within the error limits. For
neck responses, even though they do not fulfill the error criteria, a good
agreement in trend and peak value estimation was found. For this reason,
further improvement of these model responses is greatly encouraged in order
to increase the models fidelity.
Chest parameter adjustment did not have great influence on neck responses,
and neck parameter adjustment did not have great influence on chest
response either. Therefore it is concluded, that the parameters influencing the
neck responses and chest responses, i.e., chest acceleration and chest
deflection are not closely related in the design model.
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5.2 Recommendations
In the present investigation, parametric studies were done in order to obtain
the dynamic properties that best fitted the reference model’s biomechanical
responses. This is in general a rather time consuming task, which increases
tremendously as the number of biomechanical responses asked from the
design model is increased. Therefore, it would be desirable to have an
automated parameter finding process, since the focus is on analyzing the
validity of the design model.
Further investigation on the chest deflection should be done, in order to find
out if chest deflection estimation demands a more complex ribcage
representation on the design model. Furthermore, is highly recommended the
investigation of the cause for the peaks shown in Figure 4.5 b) and Figure
4.11 b) in order to improve this response.
Chest acceleration oscillating behavior should be further investigated, finding
the reasons why this behavior is only present in the design model and not in
the reference model.
An alternative way of representing the upper- and lower-back non-rigid
connections, that is: k16, d16, k13, d13, k17, d17 (see Figure 4.4.), should be
investigated. Since, the occupant is not in contact with the seat at all times in
these two points. Thus, the present contact representation for that area is not
realistic.
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Appendix A

Figure A.1 Design model parameters
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